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Abstract
At ATR, we are collecting and analysing ‘meetings’ data using a table-top sensor device consisting of a small 360-degree camera
surrounded by an array of high-quality directional microphones. This equipment provides a stream of information about the audio and
visual events of the meeting which is then processed to form a representation of the verbal and non-verbal interpersonal activity, or
discourse flow, during the meeting. This paper describes the resulting corpus of speech and video data which is being collected for the
above research. It currently includes data from 12 monthly sessions, comprising 71 video and 33 audio modules. Collection is continuing
monthly and is scheduled to include another ten sessions.

1.

Introduction

There has recently been considerable interest in the analysis
and modelling of meetings from the point of view of multimodal information processing. Currently available corpora
include those of ISL (audio-only) [1], ICSI (audio-only)
[2], NIST (audio-visual) [3], M4 (audio-visual) [4], AMI
(audio, video, slides, whiteboard and handwritten notes)
[5], and VACE (audio, video, and motion) [6]. A good
overview of this work can be found in the online proceedings of the second Joint Workshop on Multimodal Interaction and Related Machine Learning Algorithms [7] which
was held in Edinburgh last year. Similar work has recently
started in Japan [8, 9].
It is our goal in the ATR SCOPE “Robot’s Ears” project
[9, 10] to produce a similar model of multimodal interaction, and to develop technology that will allow us to identify key points in a meeting so that we can produce a representation of both the ’flow’ of the discourse and of the ’degree and type of participation’ of each of the participants
at any point in time throughout the meeting. Accordingly,
in the SCOPE project, we are concentrating less on the actual content of the dialogues; i.e., we currently employ no
speech recognition or transcription of individual utterances
but instead, and at the cost of some fine detail in the physical data, focus on processing combinations of low-level
primitives of ’sound‘ and ’movement‘. This approach will
allow us to employ simple, non-invasive, monitoring devices to integrate the gestures and ‘utterance noises’ of the
participants, while at the same time ensuring greater naturalness of interaction between the participants involved.
We have limited our research context to that of a small business meeting, in which we track the flow of discourse and
participant relationships in order to (a) produce a listing of
those parts of the meeting for which a more detailed transcription might be necessary, and (b) produce a flow analysis independent of any linguistic information.
From our previous analyses of natural daily-conversational
interactions [11], we determined that a considerable por-

tion of the spoken interaction that takes place between humans is primarily non-verbal, serving to express affect and
to show current states of interpersonal relations [12]. It is
likely that even in a more formal meetings environment,
such interactions will be found to be common.
In application of this knowledge to current technology, both
robots and embodied conversational agents can make immediate use of the resulting models and algorithms. To be
believable, a life-like agent must appear to understand what
is said to it, or what is being said around it, even if this is
not actually the case. It must be able to follow a conversation and to understand what is happening in a discourse,
even though the verbal content of the dialogue may be too
complex (or too noisy) to be recognised. In this work, we
are testing the platform design and details of the description
language for such non-verbal speech-processing.

2.

Meetings

The participants at the meetings are all members of the
SCOPE project, which incorporates three different research
institutions, and the meetings comprise actual monthly
progress & planning sessions, which also happen to be
recorded. The members are usuallly balanced between the
sexes but can be of varying degrees of seniority, experience, and committment to the project. Participation is voluntary and all members are aware that the sessions are being recorded. No scripting or any form of role playing is
used.
Meetings may last longer than an hour, but we typically
only keep no more than one hour’s worth of recordings
from each meeting. The core capture is on video, using
a 360-degree camera (see figure 1), writing directly to a
hard-disk, but the sound recording usually starts earlier
and finishes later than the core video recording. Backup
video is recorded onto 90-minute tapes using up to six cameras placed around the periphery of the meeting room. No
recording devices are worn by the participants, but the device described in section 3 is placed centrally on the table
and speakers sit around it in relatively fixed positions (i.e.,

Table 1: Details of meeting participation and location.
(There was no meeting in Dec04). The third column shows
number of participants. See text for an explanation of the
historical notes.
When
where who notes
Nov04 NAIST
6
first setup trial
Jan05
NAIST
8
room lights added
Feb05
NAIST
4
skin-tone-detection
Mar05 NAIST
7
vector segmentation
Apr05 NAIST
9
windmill (all present)
May05
ATR
6
main conference room
Jun05
ATR
8
long meeting table
Jul05
NAIST
9
integrated software
Aug05
ATR
4
tabletop notebooks
Sep05
ATR
8
lunchtime meeting outside

on chairs without wheels, see figure 2). Numbers of participants vary, but meetings typically include between four and
a dozen people (see figure 3). Table 1 shows participation
details and milestones.
The first meeting in November was principally to set-up,
position, and test the various recording devices. We soon
found that artificial lighting was necessary to maintain consistent video quality, as natural sunlight moves and changes
in intensity frequently. The third meeting allowed us to test
different microphone combinations and confirmed skintone detection to be effective for tracking movements, revealing hands and faces clearly (see figure 4, though note
that the effects of summer tank-tops were not then considered!). By the fourth meeting we had developed vectorisation algorithms to separate the individual speakers, and we
settled on the ‘windmill’ assembly described below for a
central table-top data collector (figures 1 and 2). We then
moved the location to various actual meeting rooms in order
to test the effects of different environments on data quality.
Most recently, we have been testing the use of individual
notebook-based sensors for comparison. We are also testing a miniature assembly to replace the bulky initial equipment for a ‘coffee-cup’ sized wireless sensor (figure 5).

3.

A Platform for Data Collection

We are using a Marlin digital video camera with a 360degree mirror lens (figure 1) and a set of high-end domestic
cam-corders (Sony DCR-HC1000) for the video capture.
The latter are primarily for labelling purposes, to provide a
fuller record of the overall meeting environment than that
captured by the 360-degree camera alone.
The small 360-degree video camera is placed in the centre of the meeting table above a ring of directional microphones, in a windmill configuration, to collect a stream
of audio-visual information from which to characterise the
discourse events of the meeting. The video signal is of relatively low resolution (see figures 3 and 4), so fine details
such as eye-gaze and direction are not available to the system in its present design (and will perhaps not be necessary). Instead, gross movements are detected from the skin
tone areas and, from these, a set of primitive features de-

Figure 1: A 360-degree camera surrounded by a ring of microphones provides a view of all participants at the meeting

Figure 2: The device is relatively unobtrusive in actual use
and does not hamper the interactions
scribing the body, hand and head movements is produced
automatically.
Currently several hardware configurations are being tested,
with a close-to-perfect audio signal being captured by
a set of four Sennheiser MKH-60 P48 shotgun microphones arranged in a windmill configuration (figures 1
and 2) to provide the reference signal for calibration
purposes. Four small Audio-Technica directional radiomicrophones, placed in parallel to these, are used for
system-level ‘intermediate sound quality’ capture. In addition to these centrally-placed devices, we are also testing small notebook-mounted Sony ECM-Z590 stereo microphones which are closer to the consumer-level recording
quality that we envisage using in the final device.
The output from the co-axial ring array of microphones
is synchronised by use of an Edirol FA-101 multi-input
analogue-to-digital firewire device to produce a single multichannel signal. Audio data is sampled at 48kHz, 24-bit
precision. The amplitude (rms power) of each waveform
is calculated using a sliding 1024-point Hamming window
with a 50-millisecond step-size and the relative amplitude
of each line is used to provide an indication of the local

Figure 5: The new ‘coffee-cup-sized’ sensor - a SONY
RPU-C251 Chamelion Eye with a ring of Audio Technica
radio microphones
Figure 3: The resulting 360-degree view of the meeting

Figure 4: The 360-degree view after skin-tone detection.
These are the moving parts that we track
variations in overall sound quality around the table. From
this information, in conjunction with the video primitives,
we are attempting to produce an estimate of each speaker’s
activity throughout the meeting.
3.1. Processing the Signals
Output from the video capture device is currently at 12
frames per second, for tracking face and hand movements
only, and the audio is summarised at 100 frames per second.
A smoothing algorithm is used to keep track of the video
object IDs. The centre of gravity of each object is provided
in a low bit-rate output data stream, along with information
describing the object motion in rectified coordinates. Posi-

tive X motion indicates that the object moves to the left (e.g.
the person looks or moves a hand to their left), positive Y
motion indicates that the object moves up (e.g. the person
moves his or her head up), and vice versa. This combined
information is then vector-quantised and sent to a discrete
HMM which has been trained using the manually-produced
movement and discourse-event labels described in [9].
3.2. Alternative Collection Devices
While the core recording equipment remains unchanged,
and the windmill microphones provide a consistent, high
quality representation of the spoken interactions, we are
also testing different combinations of both video and audio
recording devices, and varying them from month to month.
For example, since it is now normal practice for participants to bring notebook computers to a meeting, we are
also equipping each with a web-cam and a stereo microphone so that data can be collected per participant on a local rather than a centric-global basis. This results in consequent problems of data synchronisation but offers a noninvasive method that could be more closely linked to each
participant. However, we currently find that people move
around too much and that the closer camera suffers from
the excessive ranges.
We are also testing different microphones, microphone
combinations, and placement strategies. These are collected simultaneously with the core devices, and can be
compared against their critical standard. Since our goal is
to develop a device that is small, cheap, and unobtrusive,
centrally-placed devices are perhaps to be preferred. We
will not have the extremely high quality input that the core
devices produce in a practical real-time system, but in this
early development stage it is useful to be able to use the
clean data as a baseline for comprison of the performance
of the less-critical systems.

4.

Discussion

The immediate goal of the project is to produce a model of
(and a technology for the processing of) the discourse flow

within a meeting, such that the main speaker can be identified, and listener attention, agreement and dissent, etc., can
be detected from the audio-visual information stream by the
processing of non-verbal primitives.
The approach is motivated by the findings of Kendon [13]
and Condon [14] who studied interpersonal synchrony and
the functions of interpersonal coordination to signal attention (the latter analysing in great detail the the micromovements of dialogue speakers from a painstaking frame-byframe analysis of video sequences). Condon claims:
‘Your body’s locked precisely with your speech.
You can’t break out of this no matter what you
do. Your eyes even blink in synchrony with your
speech’. Movements appear to begin, change, or
end on the same film frame that a new vowel or
consonant begins - within about four-hundreths
of a second in the new sound. ‘The synchrony of
the listener with the speaker is just as good as my
own synchrony with myself’.
It remains as future work to evaluate the performance of this
model and to determine exactly how far up the discourse
hierarchy such low-level interaction information can effectively be made use of.

5.

Conclusion

This paper has described a multi-media speech-and-video
data collection that is being carried out for research into the
dynamics of discourse processes and interpersonal interactions in a meetings context.
The principal physical apparatus consists of a central 360degree video camera and an array of up to eight coaxiallymounted microphones. This is backed-up by room video
cameras and far-field microphones to aid in subsequent human analysis of the main data streams. Computer processing of the data streams is carried out by statisticallybased methods (currently HMMs) that are trained on the
manually-labelled audio and video data.
The content of the multi-media data is a series of monthly
project meetings where members from different institutions, and with diffferent roles in the project, meet to appraise progress and to plan technical steps as the project
progresses. Thus, participants are not ‘playing a role’ but
are actually personally involved, to different degrees, in
the progress of the meeting. The number of participants,
who are seated in relatively fixed positions around the table, varies between four and twelve. No invasive collection
techniques (such as lapel-mounted microphpones) are used,
but nonetheless a high quality set of video and audio signals
is being collected.
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